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QUESTION 1

You have hired a new employee to do picking in the warehouse. The employee complains that he/she cannot work
because the RF Picking transactions is not displayed as one of the RF options. Which two scenarios will cause the
transaction to be missing as an RF option in the user\\'s menu? (Choose two.) 

A. The RF Picking transaction is not associated with her/his group\\'s assigned RF Menu. 

B. The employee\\'s Group has a blank RF Menu. 

C. The employee is assigned to the "Supervisor" group. 

D. The employee\\'s email is not set up in his/her user profile. 

E. The employee has forgotten his/her password. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Select four true statements about System Directed QC. (Choose four.) 

A. Once system directed QC is turned on, all receipts go through QC. 

B. Items are flagged based on the vendor that sent PO and ASN. 

C. For QC to happen, the vendor has to be configured in the system. 

D. How many SKUs are flagged for QC depends on what is specified in the vendor QC Screen. 

E. The QC process required the use of Purchase Order. 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

QUESTION 3

The customer wants to change the items and quantities on an existing order in the WMS Cloud. Identify the method they
can use to achieve this. 

A. The customer may send a "Cancel Order" transaction via integration just before the order is shipped. 

B. The customer may send a replacement order by sending a new order and referencing the original order in the "Order
Number to Replace" field prior to shipping of the original order. 

C. Once the order is Shipped Confirmed, the customer may adjust the items and quantities via their maps. 

D. The customer may change the items on the Order in the UI at any order status. 

E. The order cannot be changed and must be processes as is. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Identify two correct statements about ASN creation. (Choose two.) 

A. The ASN number can be system generated or manually entered. 

B. Oracle WMS Cloud allows creation of a single/multiple ASN from a PO. 

C. Oracle WMS Cloud only allows creation of a single ASN from a PO. 

D. The ASN number is always auto-generated from a sequence number. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a high demand item in the warehouse that you order from different vendors (e.g. copy paper). 

Each one of your vendors has its own item number and barcode for the item, and you have your own 

internal number for the item. You want to process fulfill orders using your internal number. 

What should you do in order to accomplish this? 

A. Create Alternate Item Codes in the Item Barcode UI to include all of the vendor\\'s item barcodes. 

B. Create a pre-pack item with the original item barcode as the parent and the vendor barcodes as child items. 

C. Create a different item in the WMS Cloud master data for each vendor. 

D. Capture the vendor\\'s barcode upon receiving in an inventory attribute, and then scan the inventory attribute during
each transaction that requires an item scan. 

E. Manage your workflow to only receive items form one vendor. 

Correct Answer: A 
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